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Abstract—In accordance with the features of variety and disparity of traffic
information, using wireless sensor network to monitor traffic environment, this
paper proposes an optimization algorithm of applying wireless sensor to monitor
traffic environment. In this paper, to optimize the coverage, we analyze the irregularity of network sensing areas based on environmental factors and propose a
wireless sensor network optimization algorithm. According to the irregularity of
network node sensing areas, we build an irregular network coverage model, divide the node monitoring area to improve the network coverage and make corrections to the coverage according to the network coverage connectivity and other
features. The simulation test proves that the method proposed in this paper can
avoid too many redundant nodes - it only requires a reasonable number of network nodes. This will reduce network energy costs and increase network connectivity without affecting the coverage, thus improving the network performance.
the algorithm can satisfy the requirements of real-time acquisition, processing
and remote supervision of traffic information.
Keywords—traffic information, real-time acquisition, wireless sensor network,
sensing radius, environmental factors

1

Introduction

Wireless sensor network has certain abilities of aware computing and communication, thus it has been widely used in different areas, such as agriculture, military, medical treatment and transportation, etc. It has the advantages of self-organization and
high fault tolerance. However, the wireless sensor node energy is limited, suppressing
the network life cycle. If there is a great number of sensor nodes in the network, it will
not be convenient to replace batteries [1]. So how to perform the specific monitoring
task for as long as possible and achieve monitoring purposes within the effective range
is one of the key issues that need to be addressed.
Due to the simple structure, limited energy and great number of sensor nodes, usually
the nodes are randomly deployed in the network. Under an ideal condition, it is believed
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that the radius of each node in each direction is the same, i.e. the sensing area is circular.
However, wireless sensor networks are often applied in more complex environments,
such as monitoring on the growth of agricultural crops and forest environmental monitoring. The changes in these monitoring environments will have some impacts on the
communication range between nodes, making the network structure asymmetric, and at
the same time, network signals [2-4] are blocked by substances, which makes the sensing areas of nodes irregular and can easily result in monitor dead zones, affecting the
accuracy, integrity and timeliness of the overall monitoring information. The random
deployment of network nodes cannot guarantee the completeness and effectiveness of
network coverage and the coverage quality is poor. In order to ensure that the target
monitoring area is within the monitoring range of the wireless sensor network, people
need to optimize and control the monitoring range of the target area in a reasonable
manner using a certain algorithm, which is a network coverage problem. At present, the
wireless network coverage problem is one of the current research hotspots. Slijepcevic
et al. proposed a centralized algorithm to calculate the maximum cover set [5]. It does
not have good scalability and relies on the location information of the nodes. Charkrabarty et al. used the linear programming method to optimize the nodes in the monitoring area to achieve full coverage [6]. Tian et al. proposed an off-duty eligibility rule,
which calculates the covering relations between nodes according to the positions of
nodes or receiving angles of signals [7]. The algorithm did not consider the possible
overlaps between the node coverage areas, and as a result, there are a great number of
work nodes, leading to excessive energy consumption. Reference [8] gave the network
node energy consumption conversion model and used this model to reduce network
node energy consumption and meet the network coverage requirements. Literature [6]
proposes to use a circle to solve node adjustment coverage. It calculates the angle between the awareness circle and the monitored area to get the minimum number of working nodes and reduces redundant working nodes. But under high coverage, the connectivity is weak. Reference [10] proposed an effective coverage algorithm under the
awareness model. The algorithm uses the exponential distribution characteristics to calculate the event probability of the sensor node coverage in the monitoring area, then
gave the calculation process of the coverage quality based on the event probability and
finally achieve the effective coverage of the monitoring area. This algorithm uses the
exponential distribution to calculate the coverage quality and achieve the effective coverage of a monitoring area with higher coverage accuracy. However, the above coverage algorithm and model did not take into account the impacts of the irregular sensing
areas of the wireless sensor network in actual practice on the coverage quality. Slijepcevic transformed achieving the minimum number of nodes into solving the largest
independent node cover set, where there are problems such as the redundancy and absence of the sensing domain. Reference [11] presents an energy-efficient CSSC model
that considers energy as a major factor. The sensing range of the model is composed of
a circular sector with a variable central angle and a variable sensing radius, depending
on the residual energy information exchange between nodes, but the model does not
make corrections to the coverage according to the network coverage connectivity and
other features. In this paper, we intend to analyze the irregularity of network sensing
radius. Based on the irregularity of the node sensing areas in the network, we build an
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irregular sensor model and proposes a coverage strategy for the wireless sensor network
based on irregular sensing areas, which divides the node monitoring area to improve
the network coverage and makes corrections to the coverage according to the network
coverage connectivity and other features. This strategy can minimize the redundant
coverage areas and dead zones in the network, reduce the overall energy consumption
of the network and increase network connectivity.

2

Network model and problem description

2.1

Network Model

Supposing a node set S which containing N non-overlapping wireless sensor nodes
is randomly deployed in a 2-D monitoring region A. After deployment, the position of
each node is fixed. All nodes have a perception radius of Rs and a communication radius of Rc, where Rs≥2Rc. To any node Si (Si∈S), as the center of a circular perception area. Supposing the node has the following properties:
1. The wireless sensor nodes are randomly deployed in the monitoring region. After
deployment the node location is fixed, and a wireless Ad-Hoc network is building
up.
2. The node’s communication radius is two times as perception radius, that is Rs=2Rc.
Any two nodes located within communication radius are neighbor nodes to each
other.
3. The node perception coverage area is x = p R s2 . If and only if any node p in the

monitoring region satisfies the rule || Si • p ||£ R s , it is called that node p is covered
by Si.
4. The accurate location of fixed node is known.
5. All sensor node has an initial energy W, and they have synchronous clock.

When studying the coverage characteristics of irregular sensing areas in a wireless
network, we consider the characteristics of the network system and application requirements and mainly look at the following two indicators.
Effective coverage rate: the standard definition is the ratio between the total area
covered by all the nodes and the total target area. In order to evaluate the effective
coverage rate of the network, we perform the edge detection and analysis on the node
sensing domain and calculate the total effective coverage area.
Coverage uniformity: the coverage uniformity represents the equilibrium energy
load capacity of the network and reflects the network redundancy. We use the standard
deviation of the inter-node distances to present the coverage uniformity. The smaller
the standard deviation is, the better the coverage uniformity will be, and the fewer overlapping sensing areas there will be.
The sensor nodes in the network are deployed in the monitoring area M in a random
and uniform manner. If all nodes are in service, they can cover the whole area and
ensure the network connectivity. Now we assume this wireless sensor network has the
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following properties: (1) Compared with the node sensing area, the monitoring area M
is big enough and the border factors are negligible; (2) The locations of all sensor nodes
are fixed and can be acquired by the existing localization methods; (3) All nodes are in
the same status in the network and performance parameters like initial energy are the
same.
For most sensing signals, when a wireless signal encounters [12-15] any obstacle in
the transmission process, it will change the received signal power, which may lead to
signal blocking or loss and also differences in the signals received by a node in different
directions. As a result, the wireless sensor network is irregular during the propagation
process. When the sensing range of a sensor node is a regular circle [16], the relationship between connectivity and coverage [17-18] under the condition where the communication radius is greater than the sensing radius is that: when the communication radius
is greater than or equal to twice the sensing radius, as long as the area is fully covered,
full connectivity will be ensured. However, a sensor node has different sensing capabilities in different directions, forming an irregular sensing range. Therefore, in this
paper, we will discuss the connectivity and coverage issues in an irregular sensing
model.
The effective coverage rate of a wireless sensor network is closely related to the
sensing ranges of nodes in the monitoring area. In the wireless signal transmission process, the signal strength decreases with the increase in the signal transmission distance.
However, in the process of signal transmission, obstacles make the sensing range of a
network node irregular. Ideally, the propagation loss ratio will decrease as the signal
transmission distance increases.
When there are K sensor nodes in a monitoring area, the coverage probability of a
sensor node is defined as the probability of a point being sensed by at least one of the
K sensor nodes. Supposing there is a random point a in the monitoring area A, if this
point can be sensed by a sensor node S around it, this point is an effectively sensed
point, and it can receive wireless signals correctly. In the node sensing process, let Wk
be the path loss intensity threshold. If the inter-node path loss intensity is lower than
Wk, it means this point cannot be sensed by any sensor node and thus it cannot effectively transmit wireless signals. This position is an ineffective node location, i.e. monitoring blind spot. In order to determine the effective sensing area of a random sensor
node a in the monitoring area, we assume the probability of a random node b in the
monitoring area being effectively sensed by the sensor a is p(a), and n number of nodes
b form the effective sensing area of a. As it is not a regular circle under the ideal condition, the effective sensing area S is calculated.
2.2

Definition and description

Definition 1: (Coverage Set) Monitoring region A is divided into different Voronoi
polygon regions, and sensor node set S is deployed in these regions, that is
Si Î Vi (S, R s , V ) , where Vi is the Voronoi polygon region Si located. Sensor node set
D Í S , if the perception region of the nodes within D can completely cover the monitoring region, D is called a coverage set.
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Definition 2: (Effective Coverage Region) In any Voronoi polygon, if the node i
perceives the existence of the target node k when k appears, then k is covered by i. If
all nodes in a certain region are covered by i, this region Y ( i ) is called the coverage
region of node i. Thus effective coverage region of node i is the intersection between
coverage region Y ( i ) and the target region Ω or target node k. The expression effective coverage region is shown as below.

z (i ) = Y (i ) ! W

(1)

Definition 3: (Coverage Rate) Coverage rate h is the ratio of the effective coverage
region to the monitoring region of all the operation nodes in monitoring region A at a
certain time. It is an important indicator of network coverage performance measurement.
n

h=

å x(i)
i =1

A

(2)

Definition 4: (Energy balance factor) According to the regional energy value, the
energy within the domain is quantified and evaluated. The ratio between the regional
energy maximum value and minimum value and the regional energy mean value in the
domain is defined as the energy balance factor:

r=

Q k max - Q k min
1 ni
å Qik
k k =1

(3)

ρ can reflect the balanced distribution of node energy in different domains throughout the network. When the value of ρ is larger, the distribution of energy consumption
in the whole domain is less balanced. When the value of ρ is the smaller, the more
balanced the overall energy distribution is in the entire domain.

3

Optimization strategy

To cover the irregular areas, the first step is always to prepare the target area, because
this step will directly affect the network coverage effects. Facing the complex nonlinear
boundaries of the target area, firstly, we should calculate the number of neighbour nodes
to a given node and approximate the target area into a polygon area; secondly, we need
to build a minimum binding area of the target area; finally, we need to discretize the
target area by marking the areas that are not part of the target area and not needed in
the coverage task in the rectangle as redundant coverage areas and removing the corresponding geometric center from the nodes; as the geometric center of some grid is not
inside the polygon, in order to ensure full coverage of the target area, we need to adjust
the minimum area. At last, we obtain a quasi-optimal cover set C.
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Supposing the minimum number of neighbour nodes required to make the probability of a node sensing area being covered by neighbour nodes no less than the specified
value is m, that the area of the whole network is S, and that the sensing area of a single
node i in the network is Si, the probability p of a random point in the network being
covered by the node i is p =

Si
.
S

If there are i nodes in the network, as the nodes in the network all have the same
parameters, the probability D of any of the i nodes covering a random point in the network is the same, and the probability Q of a random point in the network not being
covered by any of the i nodes .Then the probability Ek of a random point in the network
being covered by at least one of the k nodes i.
Considering that there exists a point in the sensing domain of any node Si in the
optimal cover set C that is sensed by at least one neighbour node, the overlap between
the sensing areas of the neighbour node v and Si meet E(v)<E0, and the percentage of
the sensing area of the node Si covered by the neighbour node is no less than η0, we use
the fuzzy optimal solution method to obtain the number of nodes in the optimal coverage set C.
Network connectivity is one of the key factors to measure the network performance.
Considering that the coverage and connectivity of the network is correlated to some
extent, we build a connected cover set in the network to make the network coverage
and connectivity balanced and optimize the overall performance of the network. The
nodes in the network coverage can guarantee good coverage, but the nodes may not be
interconnected. Supposing that N sensor nodes are randomly deployed in the monitoring area A, based on the optimal node selection method for irregular sensing areas, we
obtain the optimal cover set C in the network. And based on the properties of each node
in the optimal cover set C in the network and the irregularity of their sensing areas, we
build the minimum connected cover set D in the network.
We choose a random point Si from the cover set C, i.e. Si∈C. The neighbour node
set of Si is M. We choose a random point Sj from M, and i≠j. According to the relationship factor for the distance between neighbour nodes in the network and the irregular
sensing area G =

n

å f (M, d(i, j), F(P , R
i =1

ij

s

)) , with Si as the center, and the effective

boundaries of the irregular sensing area as the boundaries, the node Si sends its own
information such as radius, node energy and number of neighbour nodes to its neighbour nodes in different directions to determine the connected domain of the neighbour
nodes Ωi. And similarly, the connected domain of the neighbour nodes of all nodes in
the cover set C is Ω. We choose a random node in the cover set C Si, obtain the coverage
of the connected domain of neighbour nodes Ω and its sensing area, and convert it into
a weighted connected graph of irregular boundaries and sub-coverage domains. If for
the connected subgraph of V(Si), the coverage is not less than the coverage threshold η,
we add Si and the fixed point Vj of its connected subgraph to the connected cover set
E. otherwise, we only add Si to the connected cover set E. We rebuild this connected
cover set E for m times until we traverse all the points in the cover set C. At last, we
build a non-overlapping minimum connected cover set D and C∩Ω=Ф.
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In the network operation process, there are dead zones and redundant coverage areas,
so we need to make connectivity-based corrections to these coverage areas to improve
the overall network coverage performance. We approximate the area of the target zone.
These target zones can be classified into dead zones and redundant areas. If this area is
a dead zone, we obtain the area boundary region and solve the approximate area M of
Ai. By using the area weighting function, we obtain the weight of this area, i.e.
qi = Â(Mi , ¶i) , where ¶i is the connectivity of the central node of the area and its
neighbor nodes. Then we obtain the weight set Θ of the dead zones in the monitoring
area; and similarly, the weight set ρ of the redundant area.
If the repair area is the dead zone Ai, the distance from any point ai in the irregular
boundary region with H as the approximate center to H is L i Î[L min , L max ]) . α0 is

ˆ
the coverage threshold angle, and a 0 = Q , where Q̂ is the coverage angle formed by
2

the maximum and the minimum boundary points in the boundary region, and Q̂ < p .
If we choose a node Ki which is the nearest to the node H from the minimum connected
2

cover set D, then M(a min ,a max ) = {ki Î R | d(ki ,H) £ d(k j ,H)} , where M(amin,amax)
stands for Ki, the node in the area Ai nearest to H. In order to ensure network connectivity during the correction of the dead zone, with Ki as the reference point, we choose
a node Kj which is the nearest to Ki in the minimum connected cover set D and form
the minimum coverage angle φ=∠KiHKj in this repair area. If φ∈(0,α0), then Ki is the
repair node of this dead zone; if φ∈(0,α0), with the angular bisector Li of φ as the
boundary, we choose a node Km which is the nearest to Li from the minimum connected
cover set D. In this case, the nodes Ki and km are the repair nodes of this dead zone; if
φ∈(π,2π), we divide φ by half, with α0 as the critical value, until the angle divided
φi≤α. The selection method for repair nodes is as above. If the repair area is a redundant
area, we select the redundant area Bi according to the weight set ρ for the redundant
area. The approximate center of the irregular boundary region is ci, and the redundant
area of Bi is M i ( ri ) =

k

å pG(r
i =1

2
i

, t ) . Si is the area of each redundant subarea in Bi,

and ι is the redundancy coefficient of the redundant subarea. Based on the existing network connectivity, and considering the irregularity of the sensing area, we adjust the
sensing radius to make minimum repair to the redundant area. According to the linear
weighting and the effectiveness of sensing distance, we know that the redundant areas
in the domain are convergent, and thus there exists a minimum value. Therefore, we
can obtain the quasi-optimal solution of the sensing radius r*i , which makes the redundant area function Mi reach the minimum value, i.e. r*i =argri∈RminMi(ri). By analyzing
the minimum value of the redundant area, we use the equilibrium between multiple
connected nodes in the same area Bi to obtain the quasi-optimal solution to the sensing
radius, and in this way minimize the redundant coverage area.
Conclusion 1: when the nodes are randomly deployed, in the coverage model based
on irregular sensing areas, the minimum number of nodes to achieve the effective coverage of the monitoring area should satisfy the following condition:
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2r

n > t ln(1 -

Qp ( ò x
0

d2

1
dx)2
2r
)-1

(4)

Proof: let’s suppose in the coverage area, the coverage rate of the sensor nodes is P.
In the coverage area, when the sensor nodes are in service, they are all correlated.
Therefore, the probability of two sensor nodes being in service is:

p( s1 + s2 ) = 1 - (1 - p) 2

(5)

the coverage rate of point i in the coverage area is:

p(i ) = 1 - Õ (1 - p)

(6)

1<i < k

For any sensor node with non-zero energy, the coverage rate is greater than ε, where
ε is the given infinitely-small positive variable

1 - Õ (1 - p) > e

(7)

1<i < k

at the same time (1-p)n>ε. For any point i in the monitoring area Ω, the cover probability is:
2r

pi = ò k

qpY (r )

0

2r

e

-

( r - r0 )2
2s 2

dx

(8)

From this, we can see that n is the minimum number of sensor nodes in the network:
2r

n > t ln(1 -

4

Qp ( ò x
0

d2

1
dx)2
2r
)-1

(9)

Test and analysis

Through the simulation test, we compare the performances of the algorithms. The
test scenario is set up as follows: set up 120 sensor nodes with a sensing radius of 520m in a monitoring area with a size of 1000×1000m2, and the initial energy of each
node is 200J. We compare the algorithm proposed in this paper (TMOA) and the existing algorithm random and mainly analyze the following performances.
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Fig. 1. The failure nodes

In the network operation process, “failure” nodes will undoubtedly bring great impacts on the network performance, including network connectivity, energy consumption and lifetime, etc. We use the network node failure rate to evaluate the “failure”
nodes. The network node failure rate is the ratio between the number of “failure” nodes
and the total number of nodes, which is a performance index that can directly reflects
the running status of the network nodes. It can be seen from Fig. 1 that the number of
failure nodes in TMOA algorithm is relatively stable at the later stage of network operation, the node failure ratio changes slower than that in the random algorithm and there
are fewer failure nodes than in the random algorithm. This further indicates that the
TMOA algorithm can minimize the number of failure nodes, reduce network overhead,
and extend the node service time.

Fig. 2. The network coverage performance
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The network lifetime is one of the important indicators to measure the network performance. The TMOA algorithm proposed in this paper takes into account the impact
of the residual energy of nodes on the network lifetime. By associating the remaining
energy of nodes with the sensing range, it adjusts the sensing range according to the
electric quantity and the coverage rate, which effectively extends the lifetime of the
nodes with a little amount of electricity left. From Fig. 2, we can see that when the
network coverage rate is similar, the network lifetime in the TMOA algorithm is significantly longer than that in the random algorithm, and this advantage is more obvious
over time. We test the network connectivity in the two algorithms in the same parameter
setting and find that the approximate minimum cover set obtained by the algorithm
proposed in this paper based on the minimum connected cover set contains fewer nodes.
the coverage of the approximate minimum cover set adopted by the TMOA algorithm
brings higher data transmission rate with the increasing number of nodes. This coverage
enhancement method improves the connectivity of the network coverage area. When
the network connectivity is poor, the coverage enhancement method can improve the
connectivity significantly.

5

Conclusions

In a wireless sensor network, the network coverage rate and connectivity are important factors that can affect the control performance of network coverage. In this paper, we propose a wireless sensor network coverage strategy based on irregular sensing
areas. Based on the irregularity of network node sensing areas, we build an irregular
network coverage model, divide the node monitoring area to improve the network coverage rate and make corrections to the coverage according to the network coverage
connectivity and other features. This strategy can reduce the redundant coverage areas
and dead zones in the network and thus reduce the overall energy consumption of the
network. The test results show that the method proposed in this paper can avoid too
many redundant nodes - it only requires a reasonable number of network nodes in the
network, which will reduce network energy costs and increase network connectivity,
and thus improve the network performance.
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